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OneLegacy

"Palm OS® has been the most widely

adopted system available to our transplant

centers. More importantly, Palm Powered

devices have done the best job of

integrating phones, wireless Internet

access, and organizer functions that

eliminates the need for ‘electronic

holsters’ that physicians use to carry

a multitude of devices like pagers,

phones, and PDAs."

Thomas Mone

Chief Executive Officer,

OneLegacy transplant donor network

SOLUTIONS:

Technical solution:

Client server + wireless solution
from LDT Systems.

Software solution:

Custom made software working
on the Palm OS platform.

Hardware solution:

Treo™ 600 smartphone by palmOne.

Palm Powered Smartphones Help Expedite
Organ Transplants - Saving Lives and
Creating Business Efficiency

Background

OneLegacy Transplant Donor Network (OneLegacy) is a Los Angeles-based non-
profit organization dedicated to the life-saving and life-enhancing benefits of
organ and tissue donation. One of a group of organizations that is approved by
the federal government for this work, OneLegacy works with 50 transplant
centers nation-wide and 225 donor hospitals in Southern California to aid
urgently waiting transplant recipients and to help donor families in times of
crisis.

Situation

About three years ago, OneLegacy was at the low end of the range compared to
peer organizations in terms of organs recovered and transplanted. "This meant
that lives were being lost every day because life-saving organs were not
available," says Thomas Mone, CEO of OneLegacy. "It became clear that
fundamental work processes had to be addressed to make a leap from below the
national average performance to catch up and move beyond to a high level of
performance."

In typical transplant procedures, organs are placed by a transplant coordinator
who describes a donor's medical conditions to a transplant center nurse or
physician, who in turn determines if this is the best organ for a waiting patient.
This process typically takes 20 minutes per call and drastically limits the number
of calls that can be made to place an available organ. OneLegacy wanted to find
a mobile solution that could make key clinical information available in a Web-
based format so calls and clinical conditions could be delivered in parallel. The
goal was to reduce the time of a call to two
minutes resulting in a 90 percent improvement,
increasing the number of transplant centers that
might be able to use an available organ.

Solution

LDT Systems, a wireless healthcare solutions
provider, developed a client-server + wireless
solution with OneLegacy that could take
advantage of the new generation of smartphones
that combine cell phone with mobile computing
functionality, including Web browsing. LDT
Systems selected the Palm OS platform for the

TreoTM 600
smartphone
by palmOneTM
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solution because it supports flexible, powerful mobile enterprise applications
and a wide range of hardware that could provide OneLegacy with options to
select just the right device for the project. OneLegacy deployed the solution on
the Handspring Treo 270, a full-featured, Palm OS-based mobile phone and
organizer owned by palmOne with a built-in QWERTY keyboard that provides
wireless Internet access. OneLegacy is now actively promoting use of the Treo
600 from palmOne for all of its area transplant surgeons and coordinators.

"Palm OS has been the most widely adopted system available to our transplant
centers. More importantly, Palm Powered devices have done the best job of
integrating phones, wireless Internet access, and organizer functions that
eliminates the need for ‘electronic holsters’ that physicians use to carry a
multitude of devices like pagers, phones, and PDAs," says Mone.

Palm OS Provides Best Combination of Features

The Palm Powered solution created by OneLegacy is the first front-end client
data input system for the organ transplant industry, and Mone says the Treo’s
rich features, including cell phone and WAN capabilities, means it can be a
powerful tool for transplant teams today and well into the future. He says that
the benefits of the palmOne Treo include:

• Fast, easy-to-read Web browsing capabilities
• An easy-to-use QWERTY keyboard for data entry
• Combined cell phone, pager, and SMS functions
• Small and light form factor
• Compatibility with major U.S. wireless networks

Additionally, as the OneLegacy solution becomes common to more transplant
teams, the Palm OS platform provides additional flexibility in terms of new
features that can be added and the potential for using the application on future
hardware products with even greater functionality and connectivity for medical
teams. 

Saving Lives, Improving Business Efficiency

The solution, while still in the early stages, is already providing a solid return on
investment, says Mone. 

"The ‘parallel’ streams of information have resulted in a tangible ROI for
OneLegacy due to the revenue generated from organ placements that are quickly
offsetting the cost of the system," Mone says. "We have also virtually eliminated
the potential for errors in medical data that is now communicated via source
documents and data entry instead of through just voice communication. And
most importantly, we estimate that about 100 additional lives are saved each
year because of greater efficiencies that this solution provides in finding good
organ matches for patients."
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